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GKSM Govt College TandaUrmar 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POs)   

          

         Course: - Text and Grammar  

PO1 Students are able to frames correct sentence both in spoken and written forms. 

PO2 Students receive advanced knowledge of ancient Indian regions, literature and 
history through the study of Sanskrit texts. 

 PO3 Students will become familiar with fundamental sandhi and compounding pattern. 

PO4 Student will also understand some most important primary and secondary sufixes 
of Sanskrit. 

PO5  The practice of the application of the rules learnt from the reading of the texts will 
further and enhance their knowledge of the structural patterns of Sanskrit language. 

PO6  The learner will be exposed to the contribution of the Sanskrit literature to 
nationalistic thoughts in wider perspective. 
 

 PO7  The students will learn the essence of the philosophy religion and culture traditions 
of ancient India which depicted Sanskrit literature. They will also learn various 
aspects of the Dharma action and importance of sanskara theory of Purashartha 
from ancient text. 

 PO8  Students will gain knowledge of the major traditions of literatures written in 
Sanskrit. Translation of Sanskrit literature in other languages. 

 PO9 Students acquire ability to apply relevant theoretical prospective to topic within the 
field of ancient Indian regions, literature and history. 

PO10  So it may be summed up the entire course of Sanskrit honours give the learners 
opportunity to communicate, translate, correlate with other languages in one way 
and to enjoy the splendour of the language and literature through systematic 
reading of poetry, drama, grammar,  methodologies etc. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

GKSM Govt College TandaUrmar 

Course Outcomes (COs ) 

         Course: - Text and Grammar  

CO1 In the first semester two core papers are taught. Core paper 1 deals with “Nitishatkam” 
by “Bharthrihari”.  It may be said that the learners are expected to learn how to read 
and enjoy poetry. The second paper contains reading of “Aprkshitkarkam” by Vishnu 
Sharma. 
 

CO2 Second semester students are taught the history of Sanskrit literature, general 
grammar. Another paper teaches the art of writing i.e. what and how an author should 
write. 

CO3 In third semester on section 1 gives the students glimpses of the karamyoga - the lesson 
incorporated in the Bhagavad Gita. It is the one of the most comprehensive tests of all 
literature that give mankind and knowledge of high moral lesson and helps them find 
out the right path as Arjun got it. 

CO4 In semester 4 also one paper is devoted to teach samasparkaran, sandhi and another 
for linguistic competence which equips learners with ins and outs of a languages. Part-2 
deals with Dootvakyam. The learners are read and enjoy Epic poetry. 

CO5 In semester 5 two books name Valmiki Ramayana by mahrshi Valmiki and Ishoupnishad. 
Second paper deals with Vedic literature. Students are tought the history of classical 
Sanskrit literature and general grammar. 

CO6 The final semester students are taught part 1 deals with kalidasa’s Raghuvansham. It 
may be said that the learners are expected to learn how to read and enjoy poetry. 
Everyone knows Vedas, the earliest text of the word is very important. So Vedic 
literature is incorporated with a view to making the learners aware of the life style, 
rituals, social system of the Aryans or Veidic peoples. 

 

 


